
MGs on Track 2018:  Seeding, Loan Equipment & Help 
 

Seeding information 

As a sprint day, we need to minimise the need for overtaking.  Apart from the rules, there are two reasons for this: 

 The majority of the people taking part are not frequent track drivers 

 The level of marshalling around the track is that for a sprint, not a race 
 
The principal means by which the need to overtake is minimised are: 

 Cars are grouped so that there is not a wide disparity in speeds within any particular group (though this 
may not be possible in the dual sprint and “single sprint with overtaking” groups) 

 Cars start with a suitable gap between them  

 In any group the faster cars go first so the gap gets bigger rather than diminishes and the cars remain 
separated. 

 
To achieve this, we need to know about how fast (or not) your car is.  Once the event has started, lap time 
information   will provide us with this information.  Obviously this won’t be available for the initial run, so the 
following information about your car and your experience will help us seed cars for that first time round.  Please 
complete it and include it with your entry form. 

 
Your car: Make & Model ………………………………………………………….. 
 

a bit moderately a lot

Engine

suspension

Wheels & Tyres

modified
standard

 
(Modified wheels & tyres means changes in wheel width from standard, tyres with lower aspect ratio than 

normal, or track tyres) 

 Your experience: Name …………………………………………………………….  
 

Tick those that apply.  There may be more than one. 
 

track 
other speed 

events

special 

stage rallies

Never 

Once or twice

Occasionally

Often 
 

 
Help: Show the name(s) & contact details of anyone coming with you who can help with 

marshalling, timing, etc: 
 

………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 
 
 Please fill this box out 

even if it means crossing 

out everything! 

Loan Equipment 
I wish to borrow overalls / helmet. 

I have overalls / helmet available for loan on the day. 
(Strike out whichever words do not apply in either or both of these statements) 

 


